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5 March 2017
Breakfast Run
7 hardy biker types turned out for the Breakfast run. Stuart
from Ulysses Joburg South joined us for the ride. Fin has becoming a regular once again on Sundays. After the group
photo session down we set off for The Bru House and Diner
situated along the R563 between Krugersdorp and Hekpoort
and only approx 2.2 Kms past the Maropeng turn-off when
travelling from the Krugersdorp side. Mike at point and Allan
sweeping. Just as the engines got the their ideal heat ranges
we had to throttle back and find parking at The Bru House and
Diner.
We took up our table upstairs and even before we placed our
orders some members warned of the age old slow service.
The waiter arrived and firstly took our drink orders which did
arrive at the table fairly quickly. Then the waiter proceeded to
take the breakfast order and after leaving to place the orders with
the chef , Stuart announced that the waiter had skipped him and
that he was starving. Daniel raised this fact with another Dude
who looked like a supervisor of sorts and the waiter hurried back
and took Steward’s order.
The food arrived and it was immediately noticeable that the portions were a decent size yet reasonably priced.
Breakfast prices range from a Quickie R45-00 to the Big Bru
Breakfast at R80.00. Wondered about this Quickie on the menu
and what jumped into the mind at first read.
Most of the table had settled on The Bru House Breakfast for
R65.00.
Photo on Page 2 showing the Breakfast Menu .

Rides
Official Chapter Sunday Ride - every 2nd Sunday of each month. Meet at Pine Haven Sasol Garage 08h30 for 09h00.
Sunday Breakfast Runs - 08h30 to depart 09h00 from Pinehaven Sasol Garage All Year Round - where at least one member of the
Committee will accompany the riders. [GPS S26.06168 E27.83200]
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5 March 2017
Breakfast Run (Cont from page 1)
The photo showing off those looks of hunger pains.
Strange how the brain and stomach operate sensing the
vibes of the bike engine. We had only ridden only 21.4
kms and not the usual +60kms yet on stopping, killing
the motor and swinging the leg off the saddle the brain
communicates with the stomach at nano speed and the
hunger pains commence instantaneously. Reason must
be the Classical Conditioning Theory. Palov who found
conditioning took place when he repeatedly rang a bell
just before offering the dogs some food. This Conditioned Stimulus after a period of conditioning led the
dogs to salivate automatically on hearing the bell been
rung. Mmmm so know we know - We suffer from
Classic Conditioning.
Stuart gave Mike & Allan a short breakdown of his a blast into
history with a trip to Scotland and to visit the old FARQHARSON Castle near the town Braemar. However he never tried to
eat the local delicacy Haggis. But like Stuart said if you know
the ingredients that make up a meal it can put one off even before the tasting thereof.
After breakfast the group split up into 3, with one group going
onto Harties, another going back to KDorp and Allan going to
Glenharvie to visit Harold who was discharged from hospital
and was recovering ar home post his surgery.
All reported back Home Safe via the UlyChat with Bryn at 13h05, Jackie 13h06, Fin 13h19, Daniel 13h46, Allan 14h54. Great morning
had with lovely riding weather and great company.

WRBA Meeting—Feedback
2 March 2017
The severe thunder storm and downpour prevented our President Daniel from riding to the WRBA Meeting leaving our
Vice Prez Kurt to attend and supply feed back.
At the Meeting it was asked that all Bikers take a stance
against “Killing of the Farmers”. Not only is it inhumane but
it affects us all directly as the perpetrators are “cutting of the hand that feeds the mouth”.
WRBA has formed a committee, spearheaded by Toppie & Johan van Eck. Together they wish to approach other biking associations
across South Africa to rally together, to not just talk of the atrocities, but to take a stance and take the necessary action. WRBA has asked
for our support in what is considered to be one of the greatest obscenities of our country’s time. It is time to put a stop to these barbaric
killings.
The rest of the meeting was idle bantering that paled in comparison.
The Warlocks thanked everyone for their support at the Santa Run but have additional volunteers to help at this years Run to make it an
even more of a success.
Toppie asked that all outstanding fees need to be paid. Next month’s meeting he is going to start “naming and shaming” those that have
outstanding fees.
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CHAPTER SOCIAL
3 March 2017

January
February
8—Fin Rogers
13—Dewald Niemandt
28—Anne-Maria Nethercote
March
21—Kurt von Broembsen
28—Kathy Braddon
April
23—Rob Stevenson
28—Elaine Niemandt
May
26—Tertius Coetzee
June
5—Grant Braddon
8—Jackie Ludick
15—Greg Nethercote
July
27—Michelle Rabie
August
01—Daniel Deysel
18—Mike Smith
23—Allan Ferguson
September
October
November
15—Morgan Jones
27—Hercules Van Den Berg
December
7—Magda Saaiman
16—Martin Saaiman

Dates
10 -12 March 2017
Impala Rally - Harties
————————19th March 2017
Wolf Spirit Day Jol
Cock & Bull - Harties
————————12 - 14 May 2017
Ulysses National Rally
Buffelspoort

A Chapter Social was held at Kathy and Grants home with those members that
could attend to make the final selections of Female and Male perfumes. Yes,
Male Perfumes for the new Metro Sexual Males who wear only the very best
male fragrances.
After a quiet moment of quenching the dry mouths and nibbling on the snacks
then an order was placed for Romans Pizzas. Thanks to our Chapter President, Daniel, who sponsored them
and thanks to Kurt for collecting them from Romans.
After the tummies had been satisfied the real mission of the social commenced. Yes, the sampling and smelling of the various perfumes fragrances. Ms Deirdre Deysel from Natchem CC was the representative guiding us through the process of selection.
First you got to learn just how to get the perfect
stance. Sit back and manoeuvre the perfume
coated wand under and past the nose. Making sure
that the stick does not touch any part of the face or
else one would receive false sensors from a previous perfume. After each wand has been smelt then
one must pick up the dry coffee cup and sniff the
coffee to clear the previous smells. Mmmm similar to what cheese does to the palette when wine
tasting. Or what the Sorbet does between meal
courses. There was even “wet wipes” for those
that accidently let the perfume come into contact
with their face or fingers.
Just look at the focus and the high concentration
required to be an esteemed perfume sensor and
to select the 3 best Female and 3 best Males perfumes.
At the top of your nasal passages behind your
nose one finds a patch of special neurons approximately the size of a postage stamp. These
neurons are unique as they are out in the open
where they can come into contact with the air
that travels past. They have hair-like projections
called cilia that increase their surface area. An
odor molecule binds to these cilia to trigger the
neuron and cause you to perceive a smell. Oh, Yes, No, Fine, its not just a Girl thing so the males present
were coached and guided and where it was also explained that 6 perfume sample wands can’t be held tightly
together as the perfumes would blend across the wands creating a totally new fragrance and total confuse
ones nose sensory cilia.
After some time the perfumes were selected for addition to the West Rand Regale all thanks to the guidance
and coaching of a very patient Deirdre from Natchem. Thanks Deirdre.
The photo to the right showing the NEW
BUFFS that had just arrived. Jackie sold 5
at the table with more members & friends
placing orders over UlyChat. At R100 a
Buff they are going to go fast with the
winter on the horizon.
Contact Jackie if you are interested.
We left Kathy & Grant home smelling
strongly like a place of ill repute.
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Biking Tips & Hints
Motor Cycle Battery
With the autumn already started and the temperatures starting to drop already and if a battery is starting to indicate problems then get it
checked out before the winter arrives.
A battery isn't like a water bottle. You can't use up half now, and then wait and use half later. It's not a tank of electricity. Also, batteries
don't "leak" power like water can.
A Battery is a plastic box that encases a delicate balance of chemicals which are ready to interact with each other to produce electricity when
the load is applied. Inspect for a broken terminal, bulge or bump in the case, crack or rupture of the plastic, excessive leaking, and discoloration. Broken or loose terminals are dangerous, and can cause a short circuit. If a short did occur, there would be some indication of burning
or melting. When a battery short circuits, all of the power is unloaded in an instant. That produces a lot of heat, and sometimes can even
cause the battery to explode. If your battery is having trouble producing electricity, chances are, it's a
chemical issue then REPLACE.
The voltage of a battery is a good way to determine the state of charge. A handy table with the breakdown: e.g. if the battery is 100% charged then the voltage should be between 12.7—13.2. Refer to the
chart/table. If below 12.4V then you should ideally replace to prevent the day it just won’t start the
bike.
Load Test the Battery. Your local bike shop should be able to load test your battery for you. But it's quite easy to do at home. All you need is
a digital voltmeter. For any load test to be accurate, the battery must be fully charged. A healthy 12 volt motorcycle battery should maintain
a range from 9.5 - 10.5 volts under the load for a good 30 seconds straight. If the battery begins to hold and then steadily drops in voltage,
there is a problem. If the voltage instantly drops to 0 volts, that is also a problem. We call this the open cell.

Diarise Important Dates
A few important Chapter Dates to diarise:1. Membership Renewals due by End March 2017 – R360 pp but it would be ideal for the Chapter if it is settled as some
as possible as there has been a hefty financial outlay for the new Buff stock.
2. AGM planned for 8th April 2016, further details still to be confirmed.
3. National Rally 2017 – Buffelspoort 12/14 May 2017 – Entries closed at end Feb for regalia. Hoping you booked your
accommodation as the not much left on site. For latest Entry List posted on website: http://www.ulyssessa.co.za/
national-rally-agm/. Noted that 360 had already paid up to attend the Rally.

Other Dates of Day Jols & Ralies:10 -12 March 2017 Impala Rally - Harties Holiday Resort on R513 [GPS S25.70283 E27.85236]
19th March 2017 Wolf Spirit Day Jol - Cock & Bull - Harties
02 - 04 June 2017 Paradise Rally - Sabie

Get Well

Smile a While

Harold : Wishing you all the very best.
Now the time that you must
look after yourself so as the
recuperate speedily.
See you soon on the road
behind the handle bars.
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